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Hello, 

Greetings from the Samatvam Academy! 

The theme of this inaugural edition of SATTVA in its new avatar as a practitioner-oriented journal is "Execution
Excellence" - an acute need of the present times. 

We shall keenly await your feedback on this issue. Kindly do write when you get the time. 

We also solicit your intellectual support in making SATTVA a great success as a journal. Accordingly, please do study the
details of how you may contribute. These are carried below. 

Thank you. 

Warm Regards, 

Team Samatvam  
Dr. Daniel Saint, Dr. Sunil Maheshwari, Mr. Aseem Nath Tripathi, Mr. Dilbag Singh, Ms. Aarti Maheshwari 

Video Case Study
The Mumbai Dabbawalas

What is it about the dabbawalas of
Mumbai that fascinates management and
HR observers in India and elsewhere?
Much has written about their cold
efficiency matching Six Sigma and many
other standards. 

This concise write-up offers revealing
insights on the dabbawala work philosophy

Research Study
Execution Excellence
By Dilbag Singh and Dr. Sunil Maheshwari

Excellence is perhaps the most repeated
term in management lore. 

But its interpretation and practice differs
as widely as there are situations -
commercial and otherwise. The objective
is all the same - to be exceptionally good.

and its earthy ingenuity. 

Click on the image below for the video. 
In this study, the authors intersect their
framework of excellence with the famed
efficiency of Mumbai dabbawalas and
present a few earthy conclusions. 

More.

Call for Contributions  

Effective July 2013, SATTVA has metamorphosed into a monthly, practitioner-oriented
journal that promotes a scholarly as well as practical understanding of the phenomena of
Excellence, Synergy and Transformation in organizations. 

Accordingly, we are pleased to invite organisational leaders, managers, authors, researchers
and practitioners of all hues and kinds to submit high quality research and case study
contributions in both the print as well as the audio-visual media for publication in the
forthcoming issues of SATTVA. 

These may kindly be directed to Dr. Sunil Maheshwari - the journal’s Editor – at
sunil@samatvam.co.in

Thank you ! 

Let your like-minded friends know about Samatvam Academy. Click here to include your friends on the Sattva mailing list.
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